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Credits: Four
Achievement
Demonstrate understanding of the
efficiency of market equilibrium.

Achievement with Merit
Demonstrate in-depth understanding of
the efficiency of market equilibrium.

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate comprehensive
understanding of the efficiency of
market equilibrium.
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Annotation

E7

The candidate explains market forces in detail, shades and labels the graph
correctly and accurately compares and contrasts the impact on consumers,
producers and the government. More than one reason is given for each
impact, which reveals a comprehensive understanding. An E8 was not
awarded as the candidate did not elaborate on the opportunity cost of the
government spending on a subsidy on fruit and vegetables with an example,
such as less spending on healthcare or smokefree campaigns.

E7

The candidate has completed Table One accurately, fully explained the impact
on consumers, producers and allocative efficiency, using multiple reasons with
price and quantity changes. The tricky producer surplus changes have been
well explained, as one change outweighs the other. The candidate also
contrasts the impact on consumer surplus when goods have different price
elasticities of demand. E8 was not awarded as the candidate did not explain
the proportional nature of impacts of the quota.

E7

The candidate labels both graphs accurately and explains market forces in
detail. The tricky consumer surplus changes are explained well as they offset
each other. The impact on tenants, landlords and allocative efficiency is
compared and contrasted well, although there is a slightly weak understanding
of the context when the candidates refers to quantity ‘sold’ in a rental market.
An E8 would require much better integration of the context of rental properties
and the economics.

